UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF _____________________
-------------------------------------------------------X
_____________, individually,
_____________, individually,
and on behalf of all others
similarly situated,

Civil Docket No.:_____________

Plaintiffs,
-againstCLASS ACTION
COMPLAINT
ROBINHOOD FINANCIAL LLC,
ROBINHOOD SECURITIES, LLC,
ROBINHOOD MARKETS, INC.,
Defendants.

Plaintiff Demands a
Trial by Jury

-------------------------------------------------------X

PARTIES
1. At all times material, __________________ was and is a citizen of _______________.
2. At all times material, __________________ was and is a citizen of _______________.
3. Defendant Robinhood Financial LLC is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of
business at 85 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025. It is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Robinhood Markets, Inc. Robinhood Financial LLC is registered as a
broker-dealer with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (“SEC”). Defendant
Robinhood Financial LLC acts as an introducing broker and has a clearing arrangement
with its affiliate Defendant Robinhood Securities, LLC.
4. Defendant Robinhood Securities, LLC is a Delaware corporation with its principal place
of business at 500 Colonial Center Parkway, Suite 100, Lake Mary, Florida 32746. It is a

wholly owned subsidiary of Defendant Robinhood Markets, Inc. Defendant Robinhood
Securities, LLC is registered as a broker-dealer with the SEC. Defendant Robinhood
Financial LLC acts as a clearing broker and clears trades introduced by its affiliate
Defendant Robinhood Financial.
5. Defendant Robinhood Markets, Inc. is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of
business at 85 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025. Defendant Robinhood
Markets, Inc. is the corporate parent of Defendants Robinhood Financial LLC and
Robinhood Securities, LLC.
6. The above-named corporate defendants herein referred to collectively as “Robinhood.”
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
7. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §
1332(d)(2). The aggregate claims of all members of the proposed class and subclass(es)
are in excess of $5 million, exclusive of interest and costs, and there are more than 100
putative class members. Many members of the proposed class are citizens of a state
different from Defendant.
8. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391, this Court is the proper venue for this action because a
substantial part of the events, omissions, and acts giving rise to the claims herein
occurred in this District where Robinhood, distributed, marketed, advertised, and sold the
trading services which are the subject of the present complaint. Finally, venue is
appropriate in this District pursuant to 28 USC § 1391(b)(2) because a substantial part of
the acts and omissions that gave rise to this Complaint occurred or emanated from this
District.

9. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Robinhood because it is authorized to do
business and does conduct business in ________, and because it has specifically
marketed, advertised, and made substantial sales in _______, and has sufficient minimum
contacts with this state and/or sufficiently avails itself of the markets of this state through
its promotion, sales, and marketing within this state to render the exercise of jurisdiction
by this Court permissible.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
10. Robinhood is an online brokerage firm. Its customers place securities trades through the
firm’s website, by using a web-based application (or “app”). Robinhood permits
customers to purchase and sell securities, including futures contracts.
11. Robinhood’s advertising campaigns were aggressively marketed toward “outside”
investors:
-

“We are all investors!” Robinhood’s advertisement declared, promising the ability
to break through the status quo of Wall-Street-Suites.

-

Robinhood urged its customers to participate in investing in the stock market:
“Robinhood believes now is the time to do money… so you can start investing
today!” one commercial states.

-

Robinhood promised its customers a “way to financial freedom.” (“Investing in
financial assets was the way to financial freedom.”).

-

“A new kind of investor is changing things up!” another ad declared.

-

One commercial introduced viewer to an artist named Brandon who used the
commissions from his paintings to purchase stocks. Brandon tells the audience that

Robinhood has given him his “financial power back” and triumphantly declares
“you are in control of your financial destiny.”
12. Upon information and belief, Robinhood’s advertisements ran online throughout this
jurisdiction on websites like YouTube, Instagram, and Twitter on-and-off for the last three
years.
13. Robinhood’s advertisements consistently advertise a trading platform that was a viable
alternative to commission-based competitors, thereby tearing down the walls of seclusion
and letting the outsider in.
14. Robinhood’s advertisement consistently and continuously advertised services that were the
same or similar to their competitors.
15. Robinhood’s advertisements consistently and continuously, both impliedly and directly,
advertised a service in which customers could buy some of the most popular stocks in the
world.
16. Robinhood’s advertisements consistently and continuously, both impliedly and directly,
advertised a service that was on-par, consistent with, and similar to their competitors.
17. Robinhood has experienced significant growth as a relatively new online brokerage firm.
In 2019, Robinhood raised $323 million in funding at a $7.6 billion valuation.
18. The firm claims over 10 million users of its trading app.
19. On or about March 23, 2016, Robinhood’s official Twitter account stated: “Let the people
trade.” They have since disregarded their mantra completely.
20. About a year ago, retailer investors began discussing online investing in the company
GameStop Corp. (“GME”).

21. In public, online forum boards, online retail investors began circulating thesis on why
GME might increase in value:
“…it’s obviously not guaranteed to work out, but it’s a reasonable component of the
thesis that must be taken into consideration. To quote Sherman: “The industry of gaming
is red-hot. The specific issue is the need for GameStop to pivot.” GameStop would be in a
unique position if they could leverage their position as the sole B&M retailer focused
almost exclusively on gaming.”1
22. The GME stock quickly increased in popularity and, therefore, Robinhood’s customers
began to buy and hold GME stock.
23. On or around January 11, 2021, the price of GameStop Corp. (“GME”) stock began to
rise significantly.
24. Other stocks began to rise, too, including stocks with the ticker symbols: AMC, BB,
BBBY, EXPR, KOSS, NAKD and NOK, among others.2
25. These stocks became popular to buy among Robinhood’s customers and popular across
all trading platforms, including all of Robinhood’s competitors who offer similar, if not
identical, services.
26. In early January, 2021, Robinhood allowed their customers to buy GME on the open
market as well as the other, eventually, Blocked Securities.
27. At that time, in or around early and mid-January of 2021, Robinhood made no indication
to their customers that they would be removing GME, AMC, BB, BBBY, or any other
Blocked Securities that, around the same time, were some of the most frequently traded
stocks in the world.
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See
https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/comments/d31bke/gme_yolo_update_following_the_q2_earnings_report/
[Last Accessed January 30, 2021]
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These listed securities, as well as all other securities Robinhood forbid its customers from buying on January 28,
2021, are hereby referred to as the “Blocked Securities.”

28. In or around early and mid-January, GME and some of the Blocked Securities were the
most popular stocks in the world, rivaling the purchases of stocks in Apple, Facebook,
and Tesla.
29. On or about January 28, 2021, abruptly and with no forewarning, Robinhood, in order to
slow the growth of GME and other stocks, and deprive their customers of the ability to
use their service, abruptly, purposefully, willfully, and knowingly pulled GME and other
Blocked Securities from their app. Meaning, Robinhood’s customers could no longer buy
or even, in some cases, search for GME and other Blocked Securities on Robinhood’s
app.
30. Robinhood gave no reasonable prior warning before forbidding its customers from
buying what, at that time, were some of the most popular stock in the world.
31. Robinhood failed to give any indication to their customers that they would arbitrarily
forbid purchasing some of the most popular stocks in the world.
32. On January 28, 2021, Robinhood made a discretionary decision to forbid its customers
from purchasing GME and other Blocked Securities.
33. Robinhood’s discretionary decision to halt buys of the Blocked Securities was a breach of
their fiduciary duties to their customers and, the decision to halt buys was made in badfaith.
34. Robinhood’s discretionary decision and breach of their fiduciary duty impacted
customers who had already purchased GME and other Blocked Securities. For instance,
on January 28, 2021, as a direct result of Robinhood’s actions, the price of GME dropped
from $486 to $153.00 a share.

35. At all times material, Robinhood knew or should have known their unwarranted,
discretionary decision to halt purchases of GME and the Blocked Securities would
materially impact their customers’ investment positions.
36. Implicit in every offer for service Robinhood had ever made, was that customers would
be able to trade the world’s most popular stocks, and be able to purchase the world’s
most popular stocks, especially during unprecedented gains—such as with GME, AMC,
and other Blocked Securities.
37. Despite advertising its ability to allow users to buy popular stocks, Robinhood failed to
deliver on their promises. This failure was for no legitimate reason.
38. Upon information and belief, Robinhood’s actions were done purposefully and
knowingly to manipulate the market for the benefit of people and financial intuitions who
were not Robinhood’s customers.3
39. Robinhood clients, prior to January 28, 2021, were not alerted about any potential
conflicts of interested Robinhood may have.
40. No reasonable customer would anticipate Robinhood to, abruptly and without warning,
forbid them from purchasing one of the world’s most popular stocks that was on a
historic rise.
41. No customers were warned of such unfair and deceptive practices by Robinhood.
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“All roads in last week’s saga seemed to go through Citadel. The market maker, Citadel Securities, is one of the
biggest sources of Robinhood’s revenue, as it pays the no-fee trading app for handling its orders and fills more of
them than any other firm. Meanwhile, [Citadel] invested $2 billion in Melvin Capital, which lost 53% in January
after being bloodied by a short squeeze on shares including GameStop. Citadel’s hedge funds lost less than 1% from
its investment in Melvin, and overall dropped 3% during the month.”
[https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-31/the-citadel-link-what-ken-griffin-has-to-do-with-gamestop]
[Last Accessed February 2, 2021].

42. Because of Robinhood’s failure to warn, customers did not have the opportunity to
transfer money from their Robinhood accounts to another brokerage account. Thus,
customers lost out of the days opportunity to purchase GME and Blocked Securities.
43. On or about January 27, 2021, other major trading platforms, such as E*Trade, continued
to allow their customers to purchase GME and the Blocked Securities that Robinhood
had removed.
44. Thus, Robinhood’s abrupt removal of the world’s most popular stocks did not conform
with industry standards and was completely unexpected.
45. Robinhood’s abrupt removal of some of the world’s most popular stocks was at odds with
every advertising campaign Robinhood had ever ran.
46. Robinhood has completely blocked their customers from purchasing GME and the
Blocked Securities for no legitimate reason, thereby depriving retailer investors from the
benefits of Robinhood’s services.
47. The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”), which governs brokers like
Robinhood, espouses rule 5310 regarding “Best Execution and Interpositioning.” Rule
5310.01 requires that Robinhood “must make every effort to execute a marketable
customer order that it receives promptly and fully.” By failing to respond at all to
customers’ placing timely trades—and outright blocking customers from trading a
security—Robinhood has breached these, among other, obligations and caused its
customers substantial losses due solely to its own negligence and failure to maintain
adequate infrastructure. In fact, Robinhood made little effort to execute a marketable
trade on GME and other Blocked Securities, instead they forbid the purchases of these
securities unnecessarily.

48. Upon information and belief, Robinhood pulled securities like GME and the Blocked
Securities from its platform in order to slow growth and help benefit individuals and
institutions who are not Robinhood customers but are Robinhood large institutional
investors or potential investors.
49. Or, alternatively, Robinhood has solicited customers for a service they cannot provide in
an adequate manner or up to industry standards and, these shortcomings, have harmed
their customers.
50. Or, alternatively, Robinhood was negligent in how they ran their business. Robinhood
knew they had a duty of care with respect to their clients, but completely disregarded that
duty by making the discretionary decision to forbid buys on GME and the Blocked
Securities.
51. On January 29, 2021, after massive political and social backlash, the very next day,
somehow Robinhood managed to reinstate customer purchases of the previously
forbidden stocks.
52. Since Robinhood’s negligence, breach of fiduciary obligations, failure to warn their
clients, failure to operate within industry standards, and other bad acts, Robinhood’s CEO
has done numerous interviews. All interviews are a slightly different, or very different,
variation on Robinhood’s reason why they blocked certain securities from being
purchased.
Plaintiffs’ Experience
53. On the morning on January 28, 2021, Plaintiffs used their Robinhood app, searched for
GME and the Blocked Securities on Robinhood’s app, and found them unavailable.

54. The stock did not even appear, although GME and the other Blocked Securities are
publicly traded company available, at the time, on all other platforms.
55. Thus, Plaintiffs, like so many others, lost out on all earning opportunities because of
Robinhood’s negligence, breach of fiduciary duties, failure to act in good faith, and
complete failure to warn or disclose relevant information.
56. Eventually finding GME and other Blocked Securities on Robinhood’s app, Plaintiffs
found they were unable to purchase with cash in their accounts GME and the other
Blocked Securities.
57. Additionally, Plaintiffs found the value of stocks they did own in the Blocked Securities,
plummeted, costing them, both individual and collectively, thousands to millions of
dollars.
58. Plaintiffs, like so many others, reasonably believed Robinhood would allow them to
purchase the world’s most popular stocks when those stocks were doing well.
59. Plaintiffs never knew, nor was warned, Robinhood would restrict purchases of GME and
the Blocked Securities.
60. Plaintiffs never knew, nor was warned, that Robinhood’s had many conflicts of interest
due to outside investors and other potential investors.
61. Plaintiffs reasonably believed Robinhood operated similar to any other trading platform
competitor, as advertised.
CLASS ACITON ALLEGATIONS
62. Plaintiff brings claims pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23 on behalf of the
following Class, as defined below:
All Robinhood customers within the United States.

63. Additionally, or in the alternative, Plaintiff brings claims pursuant to Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 23 on behalf of the following Subclass, as defined below:
All Robinhood customers within the United States who were not able to execute
trades on GME and the Blocked Securities after Robinhood knowingly, willfully,
and purposefully removed them completely and/or restricted them from their
platform; all customers within the United States who were harmed by Robinhood’s
knowingly, willfully, and purposeful removal of GME and the Blocked Securities.
64. Additionally, or in the alternative, Plaintiff brings claims pursuant to Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 23 on behalf of the following Subclass, as defined below:
All Robinhood customers within _______.
65. Additionally, or in the alternative, Plaintiff brings claims pursuant to Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 23 on behalf of the following Subclass, as defined below:
All Robinhood customers within _______who were not able to execute trades on
GME and the Blocked Securities after Robinhood knowingly, willfully, and
purposefully removed them completely and/or restricted them from their platform;
all customers within _______ who were harmed by Robinhood’s knowingly,
willfully, and purposeful removal of GME and the Blocked Securities.
66. Excluded from the Class are the Robinhood entities and their current employees, counsel
for either party, as well as the Court and its personnel presiding over this action.
67. This action has been brought and may properly be maintained as a class action against
Robinhood pursuant to the provisions of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23.
68. Numerosity: The precise number of members of the proposed Class is unknown to
Plaintiff at this time, but, based on information and belief, Class members are so

numerous that their individual joinder herein is impracticable. Based on information and
belief and publicly available reports, Class members number in the hundreds of
thousands and up to ten million. Subclass members are likely in the thousands. All Class
and Subclass members may be notified of the pendency of this action by reference to
Robinhood’s records, or by other alternative means.
69. Commonality: Numerous questions of law or fact are common to the claims of Plaintiff
and members of the proposed Class. These common questions of law and fact exist as to
all Class members and predominate over questions affecting only individual Class
members. These common legal and factual questions include, but are not limited to the
following:
a. Whether Robinhood knowingly failed to provide the financial services that were
needed to handle reasonable consumer demand, including buy securities that were
available on every other competitive trading platform;
b. Whether Robinhood failed to provide the duty of care to their customers when they
purposefully removed GME and the Blocked Securities;
c. Whether Robinhood removed GME and the Blocked Securities purposefully to harm
their customers’ positions in GME and benefit their own potential financial gains;
d. Whether Robinhood has conflicts of interested that were adverse to their customer
and/or that were not disclosed to their customers;
e. Whether Robinhood violated FINRA Rule 5310, among other FINRA rules, state
rules, and federal regulations;

f. Whether Robinhood violated consumer protection laws in failing to disclose that its
services would not include the ability to trade on GME and the Blocked Securities,
and other securities, for substantial periods of time;
g. Whether Robinhood was in breach of its legal, regulatory, and licensing requirements
by failing to provide adequate access to financial services;
h. Whether Robinhood was in breach of its contracts and/or the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing in connection with its failure to provide financial services;
i. Whether Robinhood was negligent or grossly negligent by failing to provide
promised financial services in a timely manner due to its own possible nefarious
desires;
j. Whether Robinhood was negligent or grossly negligent in its operations by failing to
provide promised financial services;
k. Whether Robinhood deceptively, unfairly, purposefully or negligence, mislead
consumers into believing Robinhood could provide the advertised financial services
similar to their competitors;
l. Whether Robinhood breached its fiduciary duties to customers by failing to provide
adequate access to financial services;
m. Whether Robinhood was unjustly enriched by its conduct;
n. Whether Plaintiff and the other Class members were injured by Robinhood’s conduct,
and if so, the appropriate class-wide measure of damages, restitution, and other
appropriate relief, including injunctive relief; and
o. Whether Plaintiff and the other Class members are entitled to injunctive and
declaratory relief.

70. Typicality: The claims of the named Plaintiff are typical of the claims of the proposed
Class in that the named Plaintiff was a customer during the class period and was unable
to trade GME and place time-sensitive trades on GME and sustained damages as a result
of Robinhood’s wrongful conduct.
71. Adequate Representation: Plaintiff will fairly and adequately represent the interests of
the Class in that he has no conflicts with any other Class members. Plaintiff has retained
competent counsel experienced in prosecuting complex class actions, including those
involving financial services, and they will vigorously litigate this class action.
72. Predominance and Superiority: There is no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy other
than by maintenance of this class action. A class action is superior to other available
means, if any, for the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy. Prosecution of
separate actions by individual Class members would create the risk of inconsistent or
varying adjudications, establishing incompatible standards of conduct for the Defendant.
Additionally, given the relatively modest damages sustained by most individual Class
members, few, if any, proposed Class members could or would sustain the economic
burden of pursuing individual remedies for Robinhood’s wrongful conduct. Treatment as
a class action will achieve substantial economies of time, effort, and expense, and provide
comprehensive and uniform supervision by a single court. This class action presents no
material difficulties in management.
73. Class action certification is warranted under Fed. R. Civ P. 23(b)(1)(A) because the
prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the proposed Class would
create a risk of inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual Class
members, which may produce incompatible standards of conduct for Defendants. 34.

Class action certification is warranted under Fed. R. Civ P. 23(b)(1)(B) because the
prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the proposed Class would
create a risk of adjudications with respect to individual Class members which may, as a
practical matter, be dispositive of the interests of the other members not parties to the
adjudications or substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests.
74. The prerequisites to maintaining a class action for injunctive or equitable relief pursuant
to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(2) are met as Robinhood has acted or refused to act on grounds
generally applicable to the Class, thereby making final injunctive, declaratory, or
equitable relief appropriate with respect to the Class as a whole. 36. Class action
certification is also warranted under Fed. R. Civ P. 23(b)(3) because questions of law or
fact common to the Class members predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members, and a Class action is superior to other available remedies for the fair
and efficient adjudication of this controversy. The amount of damages available to the
individual Plaintiff is insufficient to make litigation addressing Robinhood’s conduct
economically feasible for most in the absence of the class action procedure.
Individualized litigation also presents a potential for inconsistent or contradictory
judgments, and increases the delay and expense to all parties and the court system
presented by the legal and factual issues of the case. By contrast, the class action device
presents far fewer management difficulties and provides the benefits of a single
adjudication, economy of scale, and comprehensive supervision by a single court.
75. Class action certification is also warranted under Fed. R. Civ P. 23(c)(4) because
questions of law or fact common to the Class members may be certified and decided by
this Court on a class wide basis.

[LEGAL CAUSES OF ACTION TO BE ADDED AS CASE PROGRESSES]

Jury Demand
Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury.

Date: _____________
Respectfully,
DEREK SMITH LAW GROUP, PLLC

_________________________

